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1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of the present paper is to prove the following. 
THEOREM 1. The only Banach spaces which ave, up to equivalence, 
a unique normalized unconditional basis {xJ~=~ are cO’ 8, and tz . 
Before discussing the relation fthis theorem to previously known 
results, let us recall the definitions f the terms appearing in its 
statement (cf. [2]). A q se uence (xn}~=r is called a basis of a Banach 
space X if every x E X can be represented in a unique way in the 
form x = C,“=l h,x, . The basis is called unconditional if for every 
x E X its expansion Czzl h,xn with respect to the basis converges 
unconditionally (i.e. C f h,xn converges for every choice of signs). 
A basis {x,}~=i is called normalized if I/ x, 11 = 1 for every n. Two 
bases {~,>n”=~ and{yn}L , of the Banach spaces X and Y respectively, 
are said to be equivalent ifaseries C h,x, with {h,) scalars converges 
if and only if the series x X,y, converges. Itis an immediate and 
well-known consequence ofthe open mapping theorem and the uni- 
form boundedness principle that the bases {xn>zC1 and {yn}zEl are 
equivalent ifand only if there is an invertible linear operator T
from X onto Y such that TX, = yn for every n. A sequence {x&L1 
of elements ina Banach space X is called a basic sequence (respectively 
an unconditional b sic sequence) ifit forms abasis (resp. unconditional 
basis) of the closed linear subspace which it spans. 
The question of uniqueness up to equivalence ofcertain kinds of 
bases has been considered before by various authors. Bary and 
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Gelfand proved cf. [4] that in a Hilbert space all the normalized 
unconditional b ses are mutually equivalent (namely to an orthogonal 
basis). Ithas been conjectured invarious places that this property 
characterizes Hilbert spaces among Banach spaces. In [9] it was 
shown that if the word “bases” is replaced by“basic sequences” then 
indeed we get a characterization of Hilbert spaces. The only Banach 
space with an unconditional basis in which all normalized uncondi- 
tional basic sequences are mutually equivalent isthe Hilbert space. 
However, it was shown recently in [7] that from some results of 
Grothendieck [.5] itfollows that also in c,, (= the space of all sequences 
x = (A, A, ,...) with A, --+O and IIxll = max,, /A, I) and in l1 
(= c$, the space of all sequences x = (A, A, ,...) with /I x11 = C 1 A, 1) 
all normalized unconditional b ses are mutually equivalent. We show 
here that besides the three Banach spaces mentioned above there are 
no more Banach spaces having this property. Let us mention that 
in [9] it was proved that in every Banach space with a basis there 
exist wo nonequivalent normalized bases one of which is conditional 
(i.e. not unconditional). The fact hat we restrict ourselves tonor- 
malized bases is justified by the following remark. Let {xn}zE1 be an 
unconditional b sis of X and let {A,}:==, be asequence of scalars with 
A, f 0 for every n. Then {h+~~}~=r is also an unconditional b sis of X 
which is equivalent to{xn}z=, if and only if the sequence {I A, I} is 
bounded from above and bounded from below by a positive constant. 
Thus, unless we restrict ourselves tonormalized bases (or equivalently 
to bases (xn}~=r for which 0 < inf /I x, // < sup 11 x, /I < co) we will 
trivially never have uniqueness upto equivalence. 
The basic tool of our proof is the result of [12] which is formulated 
here as Lemma 2. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
We begin by making some preliminary remarks and recalling some 
definitions a dknown results. 
Since every permutation of an unconditional basis is again an 
unconditional basis it is clear that the assumption of Theorem 1 
implies that he basis {xn}zZ1 isequivalent toeach of its permutations. 
Such a basis is called symmetric. Observe that a symmetric basis is 
automatically unconditional. We shall use here the following known 
fact concerning symmetric bases (cf. Kadec and Pelczyr5ski [6]and 
Singer [IO]). 
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LEMMA 1. Let X be a Banach space and let {x,$Ll be a symmetric 
basis in X. Then 
a. For every subsequence {ni}zl of the integers the basis {xn}& is 
equivalent to the basic sequence {x,,,}& . 
b. There is a norm \I /I on X which is equivalent to the given norm 
such that if x is a permutation of the set of integers then 
whenever x pnxn converges. 
Unless tated otherwise w shall assume in the sequel that if we 
consider a Banach space X and a specific symmetric basis {xn}zZi 
in it then the norm satisfies (1). 
Our next lemma is a reformulation of the main result of [12]. 
Let {x,J~=i be a basis of a Banach space X and let p, < p, < -a- 
be an increasing sequence of integers. Let yk = CE&++, h,x, , 
k == 1, 2,..., with A,, scalars sothat yk #: 0 for every K. It is a simple 
and well known fact hat the sequence (yk}km,l is a basic sequence 
and even an unconditional b sic sequence if {xn}zZr isan unconditional 
basis. A sequence of the form (yk}& is called a block basic sequence 
with respect to {x,J~~i . 
T,EMMA 2. Let {x,,}~=~ be an unconditional basis of a Banach space X. 
Assume that for every increasing sequence {pk}zCl of integers the basis 
{x,}zzl is equivalent tothe block basic sequence {z,JjI zk Il}k=l where 
zk = ~fk$,;+l x, * Then {xn}zC1 is equivalent to the usual unit vector 
basisinc,orin/Pforsomel <p < CO. 
Actually only a weaker version of Lemma 2 is explicitely stated 
in [ZZ]. In the statement there the assumption is that {xn)z,i s 
equivalent toevery normalized block basic sequence. However the 
proof of [12] works without any changes in the present situation. 
Indeed, in the proof of Theorem 3.1 of [12] only block basic sequences 
of the form {zk/il zk ii}& with zk as above were used, while the proof 
of Lemma 2.5 of [Z2] is still valid if we restrict ourselves throughout 
to block basic sequences of the form {+/II zk I]}km,l anduse the fact 
that he basis {x,}:~ is unconditional. 
We shall use also the following special case of Theorem 1 which 
was proved by Pelczynski 181. 
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LEMMA 3. For 1 < p # 2 the space 8, has a normalized unconditional 
basis which is not equivalent to he unit vector basis. 
Let u = (Ak)~=r be a sequence of disjoint finite subsets A, of the 
integers. Let m(k) be the number of elements in A, . We define an 
operator PO on the Banach space X, having {~~)z?=r as a symmetric 
basis, by
PO ( fl xnxn) = il (m(k)-l in2 A,) in; xn) j . (4 
k k 
LEMMA 4. For every such uthe operator P,is a projection of orm 1 
in X. 
Proof. We shall prove that for every integer N and for every 
choice of scalars (h,}~=r 
(3) 
whenever C h,x, converges. This will prove that the series on the 
right hand side of (2) converges if C Xnx, converges (i.e. that P, is 
well defined) and moreover that 11 P,, Ij < 1. 
Let 17 be the set of all permutations n of (J&r A, such that TA, = A, 
for every K. The cardinality of II is M = I$=, (m(k)!). For every 
T E I7 we have by (1) that 
Hence, 
and this is (3). Obviously PO is a projection on the subspace spanned 
by CL, x,$=),1 - 
The projection P, will be called the averaging projection with 
respect tod = {Ak}& . 
The next two lemmas constitute the main part of the proof given 
here. We introduce first ome notations. Let (x71):=1 be a symmetric 
basis of the Banach space X. Let {n(K, j)}$,=, be an enumeration 
of the set of all integers a a double sequence. Let {m(k)}& be a 
sequence of integers with m(k) > 1 for every k. 
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Put 
m(k) 
Uk.0 = c %l(k,~+blMk)) 
j=l 
K, q = 1,2, 3(... 
and for K = 1, 2,... 
m(&’ Uk.1 9 if i=l 
x,(k,i) - cm@) - I)-’ (“k,, - “n(k.1)) - m(k)-’ vk,, 
Yk.i = if 1 < i < m(k) 
%(k.i) - +)-I cvk.g i- Uk.g+l), 
, 
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(4) 
(5) 
if (q - 1) m(k) < i < qm(K) q= 2,3,... 
Let 4 = [.wJL , E2 = [Y~,~]L and Ea = [Y~,~IL, E2 where 
[z&i denotes the closed linear subspace of X generated bythe set 
{zk}zSl . With these notations we have 
LEMMA 5. The Banach space X is the direct sum of the three 
subspaces Ei i= 1, 2, 3 (that is X = E, @ E, @ ES). 
Proof. We observe first that the algebraic sum E, f E, f ES 
contains all the basis vectors {xn}~=i and hence is dense in X. Indeed, 
for every k x,(~,~) E El , U,,, EE, and {Xn(k,i)}~~~’ and U,,a belong to 
the linear span of x,ck,i) and {JJ~,~}?!~). A simple inductive argument 
shows now that for every k and q {x~(~,~)}~Y~~) and { U,,.j}p’i belong to 
the linear span of &qk,i) and {yk,i}~~~k). 
We show next that here is a bounded linear projection from X onto 
E, which sends E, and ES to 0. This will imply that X = 
E, @ (E, + ES). Let ( f,J,“l c X* be the biorthogonal functionals 
to the basis {xn},“=i , i.e. f,(x,) = S”, .Put 
Then 
gk(xn(h,,)) = 6kh~ gk(Yh,i) = 0, i, h, k = 1, 2, 3 ,.,. . 
For every xE X and every integer N we have by (1) 
(6) 
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Let Pa be the averaging projection with respect to {Ak”}~=r where 
AZ = (n(k, i)}y!:‘, k = 1, 2 ,...  Then by (l), (7) and Lemma 4 
,! N
IiC gk(X) -t.dk.l)~l 1. I’ < 2 11x ;I T 2 /i Pfi 11 < 4 11 XIi . (8) 
k=l 
Inequality (8) * pl rm ies that Px = ~:km=lgk(~)~,(k,l) is a well defined 
bounded linear operator (the convergence of the series follows by 
applying (8) to the vectors yw = x - CiL C~~‘k’fn(k,i)(~)~,(k,i) , 
M = 1, 2,...). By (6) we get that P is a projection from X onto E, 
such that P(E, + E,) = 0. 
To conclude the proof of the Lemma we have to show that 
E, + E, = E, @ Es . Let PO be the averaging projection which was 
considered inthe previous paragraph. Then for every k
PO(Yk,l) = Yk.1 , pO(Yk.i) = Ot i = 2, 3,... . 
Hence the restriction of PO to E, is the identity and P,(E,) = 0. 
This concludes the proof. 
LEMMA 6. The set {yk,i}~~~,~=~ forms an unconditional basis ofE3 . 
Proof. Let PI be the averaging projection with respect to the set 
&,qE,g-l where A,* = {n(k, j + (q - l)m(k)}i”,‘:‘. Then for every 
integer k and for i >, 2 
pflk.i = -m(k)-’ uk,a+l if (q-l)m(k)<i<qm(k). (9) 
For every choice of scalars h,,i and every integer N we have, by 
(I), (4), (5), (9) and Lemma 4 that 
N Nmtk) . . 
l/c c k-l i=2 
hk,iyk,i ;I 3 11 PI ($, ‘gk) hk,iyk,i)// 
= iigl m(k)-’ (2 hk,iUk,2 + F: (r hk.l+mn(k)) uk.Q+2) :i 
= iif. WV (mf) ‘k.iUk,l + Nf’ ( mF hk.i+mtk)) V,.Q+I) )/ 
k-1 i=2 q=l j-l 
a i ikil (m(k) - w’ yf hk.i(Uk,l - %(k.d 
k-l q=1 
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Hence 
t 112 crnck) - 1)-l mf’ hk,i c”k,l - Xn(k,l)) 
k=l i=2 
+ 2 “z m@)-’ cm? hk,j+qm(k)j uk,,,, ji< 3 iif N~)hy,i~k.i (1 , (I l) 
k=l q=l j=l k=l i4 
and thus 
We have also that 
hk>iUk,l + y (y hk,~+.mtkb) ukdJ+ljI~ 9 
q=1 j=l 
and thus by using (IO) we get as in (11) that 
(12) 
(13) 
Inequalities (12) and (13) h s ow that {Y~,~}& ,fz form an unconditional 
basis (of Es) which is equivalent tothe unconditional b sic sequence 
(~,(,,~)}~=i,~=~ (and thus by Lemma 1 to {x,)~=~). This concludes the 
proof of Lemma 6. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let {~~}$~r be a normalized unconditional 
basis of X which is equivalent toany other normalized unconditional 
basis of X. In particular {xn}~=r is a symmetric basis and we may 
assume that the norm satisfies (1). Let {~&=r be an increasing 
sequence of integers. We show that (x~}~=~ isequivalent tothe block 
basic sequence {zJ[l x, ll},& where zk = Cp=+p’,+r x, , K = 1, 2,...  
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Put m(k) = Pk+l- Pk and let {n(k, i)}&=r be an enumeration of 
the set of all integers a a double sequence. We may assume that 
m(k) > 1 for every ksince if m(k) = 1 then zk/ll zkI/ = x$~+~ and thus 
since {x&‘=r is symmetric it is enough to show that {zk/ll zk Ij}m(kf,l 
is equivalent to{x,}zE1 (if there are infinitely many k with m(k) > 1. 
If m(k) > 1 only for a finite number of integers k there is nothing 
to prove). Define now yk,i as in (5). By Lemmas 5 and 6 the set 
(Y~,~)&=~ u {xn(k,i))km,l is an unconditional basis of X. Hence after 
normalization this basis is equivalent to{x~},“=~ . By the symmetry of 
{x,}gzl (cf. Lemma la) we get that {x,}& is equivalent to 
{yk,i/lj yk,l Ilj& . By the symmetry of {xm},“=l it follows also (cf. Lemma 
lb) that {~ic,lllI y/c Ilk-, is equivalent o {zk/lj xb II}& . Thus 
{xk/ll xk Il)km,l is equivalent to{xn}z=,l . 
By Lemma 2 we deduce that {xn}zzl is equivalent tothe unit 
vector basis of c0 or of 8, for some 1 < p < co. However, by Lemma 3 
it follows that he only possible values for p are 1 and 2. This concludes 
the proof. 
3. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
a. If we consider also unconditional bases {x,}~~~ of arbitrary 
cardinality, then it is an easy consequence of Theorem 1 that the 
only Banach spaces which have up to equivalence a unique uncondi- 
tional basis are e,(r), c,(r) and 8,(r) for some set r. Let us recall 
that aset { CC,},,, of elements of a Banach space X is called an uncon- 
ditional basis of X if every xE X has one and only one representation 
of theformx = &,A,, x y with A, scalars, A, f 0 for at most countably 
many y and the series CA z0 y ,, X x converges unconditionally. f (F) 
denotes the space of all fun&ionsf :I’ -+ R such that C,, I f(r)1 < CO. 
c,(r) and WY are defined similarly as the natural generalizations of c,, 
and P$ . 
b. By using methods similar tothose used here the second author 
proved in [13] that he answer to problem 5of [9] is affirmative. Let X
be a Banach space with a symmetric basis {x,}~=~ . If there is a con- 
stant M such that for every nthe Haar system {yk}gel with respect to
{~~}2kn,~ has a symmetric onstant < M then X is isomorphic to a 
Hilbert space (cf. [9] for the definitions f Haar system and symmetric 
constant). 
c. The result of [9] that in every Banach space with a basis there 
are two non-equivalent normalized bases is a consequence ofTheorem 
1 above. Indeed, a basis {xn}zC1 which is not unconditional is by 
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definition n tequivalent toa basis of the form (~~x~}z=r for a suitable 
choice of signs E% (i.e. E, = &l). Thus if there is a space with a 
unique normalized basis this basis should be unconditional. By 
Theorem 1 the only candidates are /, ,8, and c,, .In /, and c, it is 
easy to construct a conditional basis and also 8, has a conditional 
basis (this, byno means trivial fact, is due to Babienko [I]). The main 
result of [9], namely that if a Banach space X has an unconditional 
basis then it also has a conditional b sis, isnot however aconsequence 
of Theorem 1. 
d. Theorem 1 has some implications concerning the theory of 
spectral operators ofDunford (cf. [3] for basic definitions). It is well 
known (cf. e.g. [11]) that the theory of spectral operators inHilbert 
spaces is considerably simplified by the fact hat for every Boolean 
algebra of projections SS’on [a it is true that 
(*I 
for every x E X every integer 71 and every set {P,}F=r of disjoint 
(i.e. PiPj = 0 for i # j) projections i  a where Mr and 44, depend 
only on sup(/( P/j; P e g}. 
In [7] it was proved that in the spaces Li(p) (= space of integrable 
functions on a measure space) and C(K) (= space of continuous 
functions on a compact Hausdorff space) estimates ofthe form (*) 
are also valid. Inan&(p) space it is true that 
Ml f II pix II < 11 i pix /I G i II pix II (**I 
i=l i=l i=l 
for every x E X every n and every disjoint projections {Pi}tl in a 
Boolean algebra of projection 9 with iVIr a constant depending 
only on sup{// PI]; P EL%}. F or a C(K) space we have with similar 
notations 
Ml max )I Pix II < ii f Pix 11 < M2 max 11 Pix I/ . (***I 1-c. i r<11 ’ i=l l$i<VZ 
By observing that he statement “{xn}~=i isan unconditional b sis 
of X” is equivalent tothe statement “ he projections (Pn}~zl defined 
by P,x, = amnx, generate a bounded Boolean algebra of projections 
on X” we get that Theorem 1 implies the following: Let X be a 
Banach space with an unconditional basis which is not a Hilbert 
space an L,(p) space or a C(K) space (i.e. not &(r), e,(r) or c,(r), 
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c.f. [7], Theorem 6.1 and its corollaries). Then it is not possible to
give a two-sided estimate (i.e. from above and below) of I( CE1 Pix (1 
in terms of (11 Pix ll}~z”=l valid for every xE X and every disjoint projec- 
tions (P,)~I~ ina Boolean algebra 23’ of projections  X so that the 
estimate d pends only on the constant sup{II P 11; P E B}. 
A similar result probably holds if we replace the condition fthe 
existence ofan unconditional basis by a requirement guaranteeing 
the existence of“many” and “sufficiently rich” Boolean algebras of
projections. The statement of such a result should read as follows. 
Let X be a Banach space such that here are “sufficiently man good” 
Boolean algebras of projections on X. Assume also that for every 
constant A there is a two-sided estimate of // CL, Pix 11 in terms of 
(11 Pix l&Y1 for every xE X and every disjoint set of projections (P,}2CI 
in a Boolean algebra .9? of projections  X whenever sup{\1 PI/; 
P E 99’> < A. Then the lattice offinite-dimensional subspaces of X 
is similar to the lattice offinite-dimensional subspaces of either a
Hilbert space or an L1(p) space or a C(K) space (more precisely X 
is either an 6pz , ZI or 2m space in the sense of [A). The validity of
such a statement has not however been verified asyet. 
Notes Added in Proof, December 30, 1968. 
(1) The proof of Theorem 1 shows also that if a Banach space 
X has an unconditional basis and every normalized unconditional 
basis in X is symmetric then X is one of the three spaces cO , /I and J2 . 
(2) A result of the type suggested in the last paragraph above 
has been proved. See our paper “Banach spaces with sufficiently 
many Boolean algebras ofprojections” to appear in the J. of Math. 
Analysis and Applications. 
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